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Abstract
Background: Developmental researchers use a variety of research designs to examine aging-related changes. Most longitudinal studies of aging are based on research designs that feature successive, widely spaced, assessments to estimate changes in cognitive performance. Such designs assume that short-term variations in cognitive performance are small relative to long-term changes or have modeled such phenomena as nuisance parameters. Objective: There is now sufficient empirical evidence to establish intraindividual cognitive variability as a systematic source of individual differences and of important predictive value for aging-relevant outcomes. Methods: After an overview of types of change, potential underlying processes, and adequate analytic designs, we discuss consequences for lifespan aging research. Results: We emphasize that interpretations of both cross-sectional and longitudinal results need to consider and specify theoretical assumptions about short-term and long-term changes. Conclusions: Above and beyond the analysis of long-term mean changes, short-term changes are an important aspect of aging-related change, and their analysis may help to explain psychological processes of adaptation.

Research on aging examines ordered changes that can be meaningfully related to chronological age and age-graded periods of development across the lifespan. Theoretical positions differ widely with respect to the explanatory domain (e.g., emotions, intellectual performance, social behavior, or attitudes), the parts of the lifespan in focus (e.g., infants, children, adolescence, adulthood, or old age), the outcome variable in focus (e.g., well-being, health, intelligence, or professional success), the explanatory constructs (e.g., knowledge, inhibition, speed of processing), the length of time for developmental predictions (e.g., early childhood to old age vs. middle adulthood to old age), and the specificity of predictions. Overall, most theoretical positions and empirical findings speak to the question of long-term changes, i.e., how particular explanatory developmental parameters earlier in life influence the developmental outcome parameters such as well-being, health or intelligence later in life [1]. Hence, psychological aging research is generally focussing on the...
detection of reliable age-related long-term change in psychological processes such as thinking, learning, reasoning, emotions, personality, motivation, or, generally, behavior.

Most longitudinal studies of aging are based on research designs that feature successive, widely-spaced, assessments to estimate changes in cognitive performance. Such designs assume that short-term variations in cognitive performance are small relative to long-term changes. Indeed, if short-term temporal variability is moderate to high, then single assessments would likely produce imprecise estimates of an individual’s characteristic level of cognitive functioning and has implications for estimates of individual change. Although the focus on long-term change has not emphasized short-term variation or has approached modeling such phenomena as nuisance parameters, short-term intraindividual variability has long been considered an interesting outcome in itself. There is now sufficient empirical evidence that establishes intraindividual cognitive variability as a substantial source of systematic performance variability between people, especially in older adults [2–5].

Of course, not all of the short-term intraindividual variability contains theoretically or practically meaningful information (see Nesselroade’s commentary). In many cases, however, short-term intraindividual variability or change might contain meaningful information about psychological processes of interest. In fact, there may be many different manifestations of short-term change and several possible theoretical interpretations. For example, intraindividual short-term variability may be an early indicator of deficits [6] or later-onset declines [7]. With respect to the differentiation-dedifferentiation [8] or the ‘common cause’ hypothesis [9], intraindividual short-term variability might be indicative of the structure of aging-related changes. Intraindividual short-term variability could also indicate adaptive behavior to cope with a stressful event or the limitations that go along with physical ailments. As an example, an increase in short-term intraindividual variability in extreme old age is not necessarily maladaptive. To maintain low levels of variability in developmental outcomes such as well-being or health requires a high level of regulatory effort. If, however, individual energy levels are low [e.g., 10], it might be maladaptive to invest energy in the stability of a particular outcome variable. Given limited resources, such efforts might affect functioning in other life domains, e.g., social activities. Instead, setting wider margins between a maximum and minimum value for the variability of a particular outcome variable may reduce the effort required to balance functioning in both domains. As a consequence, within- and across-domain short-term intraindividual variability might increase.

**Theoretical Basis for Short-Term Intraindividual Variability**

Theories of development that attempt to explain age-related changes should consider specifications of which short- and long-term intraindividual change relations are theory-relevant and to which time scales predictions apply. In addition to specifying that there should be age-related changes in both explanatory concepts (e.g., in speed) and aging-related outcomes (e.g., fluid intelligence), it is possible to specify what longitudinal short- and long-term relations are to be expected or if the theory even applies to particular time frames of change. As a consequence, to test the ‘common cause’ hypothesis, one may ask if independent dimensions of intellectual functioning are more highly related at extreme old ages compared to middle age, i.e., a long-term prediction, and/or if within persons of different ages there is an increase in the covariance of short-term fluctuations in performance in independent dimensions of intellectual functioning, i.e., a short-term prediction. In this context, hypotheses about within-person changes need to be formulated and tested separately from hypotheses about population mean changes [e.g., 11].

So far, there is little research on systematic intraindividual aging-related short-term variability, i.e., on the interaction between short-term intraindividual variability of explanatory parameters and intraindividual changes in other short-term developmental outcome parameters [e.g., 2–5]. There is also very little research on the predictive value of short-term intraindividual variability on later short-term variability, long-term changes, or long-term outcomes [13]. With adequate research designs, the examination of short-term intraindividual variability offers new possibilities for developmental research in many domains of psychological functioning. Results from these study designs may help to answer questions about the generality vs. specificity of intraindividual variability and about age-related differences in the range of observable intraindividual short-term variability. In the long run, these designs might add to the specificity of theories and predictions and support the development of tools allowing the early detection of problematic development.
Intraindividual Variability

Conceptually, the aging of an individual can be considered the development of a dynamic system of functional and goal processes within the context of environmental and developmental tasks. The processes within the system can be described by four related concepts: The concept of homeostasis emphasizes steady state and optimal set points. Allostasis emphasizes the maintenance of stability through change. It emphasizes optimal operating ranges of physiological systems given cumulative effects of stress on health and longevity. The concept of allostatic load assumes that stability through change represents the cumulative, multi-system view of physiological toll that may be exacted on the body through attempts at adaptation. Rheostasis refers to the regulated, controlled change in set points. More specifically, to examine covariations between short-term changes, a number of processes potentially causing intraindividual changes over time can be assumed to occur: (a) calibrating processes to match behavioral responses to environmental demands [14]; (b) compensating processes to stabilize a particular goal function such as well-being [15]; (c) reactive processes after reaching a critical threshold value in one or more relevant domains [16]; (d) optimization processes to coordinate parallel processes aiming at stabilizing different goal functions or hierarchies of goal functions [17]; (e) processes of fitting strategies with environmental demand, e.g., when practice effects lead to frequent use of a single strategy [18]; (f) anticipatory processes to prepare reactions to potential environmental changes [19]; (g) search processes trying out different ways to adapt to changing environmental conditions [20], and (h) adaptive processes after resetting minimum and/or maximum threshold values for one or more goal functions due to lack of energy to compensate the impact of events or stress [21].

Research Designs to Examine Short-Term Intraindividual Variability

Age-related increases in intraindividual variability have often been ascribed to the lack of instrument reliability (and validity) that can only be overcome by the power of large samples. One other way of approaching short-term intraindividual variability is to control non-informative short-term fluctuations and to test for additional, statistically reliable short-term intraindividual variability that is theoretically and practically meaningful. The research designs in combination with the statistical methods described in the papers of this special section may thus take into account interindividual differences in intraindividual change within a number of developmental domains. More importantly, these approaches permit formulation and empirical tests of hypotheses about the processes influencing development and aging at the individual level of analysis.

One may, for example, assume that lower levels of intraindividual variability (i.e., stability) in important goal functions such as health, well-being or information processing performance, require (compensatory) energy [e.g., 10]. This assumption can only be examined with a focus on short-term intraindividual variability. From this perspective, lower levels of intraindividual short-term variability are adaptive when tasks require high precision, when persons are close to their maximum performance level (variability would mean a decrease), when the behavior shown is efficient, when sufficient resources are available to compensate for distractions, and when the person tries to maximize a single process or goal function (e.g., intellectual functioning). In the same case, higher levels of intraindividual short-term variability are adaptive when the optimal behavior is unknown and it is preferable to try the effectiveness of the available behaviors, when persons are close to the minimum of their performance level, when low levels of energy are available to compensate for distractions, and when the focus is on the optimization of two or more processes or goal functions (e.g., intellectual functioning and social activities). Across the lifespan, the precision required by tasks encountered, the availability of effective strategies, the level of competence and energy, and the focus on one or more goal functions probably changes. Only if changes in short-term intraindividual variability are included in building or reformulating lifespan developmental theories do we have the chance to receive a more complete picture of the adaptive capacities of persons at different ages.

Sampling Time

The study of intraindividual variation and covariation is not new. The well-known short form of Cattell’s [22] data box provides an analytical framework for sampling across time, variables, and participants, the long form of the data box included other important aspects for understanding individual development by examining the environmental background and phase of the background, state...
of the organism, and other static and time-varying aspects of the context and participant. Given the interest in intraindividual variation, decisions regarding the sampling of time within individuals requires attention. Traditionally, the importance of sampling time has not been emphasized in developmental and aging research. We do expect, however, that change over time can follow many forms and these are likely to be different for combinations of different people, outcomes, and age periods. In terms of aging research, change can be gradual for periods of midlife, abrupt and nonlinear if related to acute illness, and may rebound to the previous level and so be described as interrupted plateaus or transitional in nature [23]. If our focus is on individual-level processes, research designs must be sensitive to all types of change in order to identify patterns and magnitudes of change within individuals. Given both systematic and stochastic sources of fluctuation in individual characteristics over short periods of time, such designs must also be sensitive to intraindividual variation [24, 25].

The sampling of time will influence analysis and interpretation of intraindividual variability and short-term change. Indeed, we might expect that different intervals will yield different patterns of variability and result from different influences on the ‘system’ or individual. For example, we might consider sampling moment to moment (attentional lapses); within-test (fatigue, practice); within-session (fatigue, order effects, motivation); within day (time of day effects); across days or weeks (environmental perturbations, physical health, practice); months or years (characteristic change trajectory). There is an increasing interest and development of methods for the evaluation of temporal dynamics of these types [26, 27].

Temporal sampling designs can take many forms. One such design, the measurement burst design [28, 29], utilizes intensive measurements over a short period in time and follow-up with further measurement burst sessions after longer intervals and permits a window on individual-level characteristics as well as long-term change. Obtaining multiple, closely spaced assessments at each wave allows local temporal smoothing of data for each individual by averaging across multiple assessments. The addition of multiple indicators at each assessment permits further improvements in the modeling of random error components in models that incorporate true change. By improving measurement precision through multiple assessments or multiple indicators, such designs will increase statistical power to detect cognitive change at both the individual and aggregate sample levels and permit greater understanding of intraindividual processes within and across different time intervals. Indeed, measurement burst designs incorporating multiple indicators would permit an optimal opportunity for evaluating systematic short-term fluctuation and change. A further consideration is the context in which measurements are obtained. Most temporal sampling designs are performed under random contextual backgrounds, but individual variation in performance can be evaluated against defined contexts as well – more akin to experimental paradigms (e.g., levels of stress, dual-processing tasks).

Special Section on Intraindividual Variability

The set of manuscripts in this special section is based on presentations given at a conference on intraindividual variability held at The Germain Centre for Research on Ageing at The University of Heidelberg, February 2002. They represent a broad array of research that treats intraindividual variability and short-term change as important characteristics of an aging organism. The papers discuss issues of theory, domain specificity of changes, and state-of-the-art methodology. We see this renewed interest in intraindividual variation and short-term change as an important contribution to the study of aging. Intraindividual variability has often been dealt with as a confound or nuisance factor in single-measurement designs and repeated single-measurement designs. New applications of measuring intensive longitudinal designs, however, permit analysis of aggregate or characteristic level of functioning of the individual as well as features of variation and covariation within individuals. A commentary by John Nesselroade, a strong and consistent voice on the importance of studying intraindividual variation and covariation, concludes this special section.
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